INTRODUCTION

"How often did she [Mary] embrace and kiss that Cross with sad longing, especially where the blessed blood of Jesus flowed down along the Cross. And she kissed the earth there on which the blood of Xpi [Christ] fell, and she licked that blood from the earth with such longing that her face was full of blood. Oh, how sad Mary was."¹

For many modern readers this quotation from an early 16th-century book about Christ's Passion would seem to go far beyond the realms of sensibility. Even for a researcher specialized in the world of religious experience of the late medieval Netherlands and used to heartrending descriptions of Christ's Passion and Mary's compassion, this evocation of Mary's suffering is unusually crude. Historians, art historians and literary historians generally reach for the term 'realistic' to describe late medieval texts which employ dramatic anecdotal digressions to raise the sympathy-quotient in a Passion story which appeared rather short and unemotional in the Bible. It is clear, especially since the publication of Marrow's book on late medieval Passion iconography, that this kind of anecdotal embellishment of the Passion story is not so much the product of the 'natural' propensity of the Dutch towards a often extravagant realism.² It is more the late, or perhaps overripe, product of a long exegetic tradition harking back through the Middle Ages in which the Bible principally, but also the Church Fathers and all manner of theological writings were minutely examined for passages and motifs that might be interpreted as metaphorical indications of specific events in the life of Jesus about which the Gospels said nothing. In late medieval devotional literature these motifs - selected not for their theological profundity but more for the graphic portrayals of the suffering - crystallized to become part of the 'historical' narrative of the Passion itself. The motivation behind this search for and use of non-Gospel Passion motifs is the need to provide believers with a story of suffering to stimulate their compassion with Jesus and Mary. This need is rooted in the idea that the believer's ability to empathize and identify with the Virgin and her Son in the present is a guarantee of their intercession at the Last Judgment and a ticket to everlasting life. In the Middle Ages meditation on the various events of the Passion became, not least for lay persons, one of the principal ways in which to obtain this salutary empathetic condition of the soul. The compassion, the deep inner emotion, with which Mary accompanied the suffering of her son is presented to the believer as the great example.³

From the 15th century all manner of descriptions emerged of the life of Christ, often in the vernacular, in which the Passion story was told in...
detail with heartrending anecdotes illustrating Jesus' suffering and Mary's compassion for the benefit of the reader's empathetic reflections. This meditative literature grew in the 15th and 16th centuries into a broad stream of *Vita Christi* literature to which the book from which the above passage is taken belongs. This volume is a good example of the sort of *compassio Mariae* motif designed to stimulate empathy. The Gospels did not act as source but - through a marvel of late medieval inventivity - they became an interwoven component of this Passion narrative. I know, in any event, of no biblical or exegetic tradition on which it would be possible to base the story of Mary licking the blood of Christ. There are, on the other hand, a number of *Vita Christi* descriptions that contain similar, although less gruesome passages about Mary kissing the blood that ran down onto the ground after Jesus had died:

'And the Mother of Mercy sat near the Cross covered in the holy blood of her dear son which she regarded so lovingly and which she kissed with such respectful reverence.'

While the vocabulary in the first quotation is downright distressing and seems almost improper, this second quotation illustrates the need to dress Mary's excessive expression of grief in dignity, honour and controlled emotion. A third text has Mary kissing Jesus' blood on the ground because only this deed can offer her succour:

'And when she was unable to find comfort she kissed with longing the earth on which Jesus' blood had fallen so that it made her sweet visage bloody.'

These passages contain no suggestion that the compiler thought the reader might find the text improper. It is therefore surprising in an earlier passage describing Jesus carrying the Cross to find the following text:

'Again, although her sorrow was so great and unspeakable when she saw her own loving son being taken to his death so scandalously, the Holy Mother made no improper gesture or immodest display, but like an honest noble woman she contained her tremendous grief properly inside, without the least clamour.'

What these passages show when compared is that, whatever the precise source of the motif of the kissing or licking of the blood (did it refer to the Eucharist?), the tendency towards distressing details of suffering was not always taken to the very extreme. Some of the writers of Passion narratives appear at various times to have found themselves confronted with the problem of decorum. How far could one go in portraying the suffering; where did the boundaries of religious respectability lie? That this idea of decorum is not easy to understand for the modern reader is clear from these passages: surely kissing Jesus' blood is exactly the kind of 'improper gesture or indecent display' (ontamelie gebaar of onsedelijkeit van buiten) that had been repudiated earlier and the kind of behaviour that is improper for an 'honest noble woman' (eerlijcke statelike vrouwe)? How is it possible for these passages to appear in one and the same Passion narrative? Does the question of decorum even arise?

Various modern authors have shown that this question did indeed arise and not only in the late Middle Ages. In fact it had been troubling the faithful from the time of the Church Fathers. In general, there are two traditions in the Middle Ages regarding the theological and devotional approach to Mary's compassion and expressions of grief. The first is based on the idea that the Gospels, where they mention Mary's presence at the Crucifixion at all (cf John 19:25), are silent about her emotional state. In this tradition the fact is presented theologically as Mary naturally being moved by the suffering of her son but nevertheless steadfastly believing in the coming resurrection. That is why she reacted in such a reserved manner to the various moments of the Passion and why, as she stood at the Cross - and standing is interpreted in this tradition as an
outward sign of her inner resolution – she gave no sign of her grief. This approach found its first influential defender in the Latin world in St Ambrose who noted rather dryly that 'Holy Mary stood near the Cross of her son and the Virgin saw the suffering of her only child. I read she stood not she wept.'

From Ambrose’s formulation it is clear that in his day Mary’s compassion and expression of grief had already become a subject of dispute. Nevertheless, this relatively sober view of Mary’s compassion continued to dominate until the 12th century when theologians such as Anselm, Eadmer and especially Bernard of Clairvaux began to allow the subjective element in the devotion to Christ and therefore the personal experience of Mary as a participant in the Passion. Sometimes the tears Mary shed at the Cross are mentioned, but no other outward manifestation of sorrow, in word or gesture. The 12th-century Latin lamentations of Mary Planctus ante nescia which also influenced subsequent ideas about Mary’s compassion remains reserved in the portrayal of her suffering. Mary suffers, tears swell and she sighs; yet she knows salvation will come and remains dignified in her expression of grief.

After Bernard of Clairvaux the idea began to take hold that Mary bore – literally – with compassion (i.e. as co-redemptrix or ‘co-redeemer’) Christ’s suffering for the whole world in herself. This concept turned Mary’s compassion into a central focus of the history of salvation and so opened up the possibilities for a tremendous intensification of devotion to and mental portrayal of her suffering. The 12th-century Planctus Manae set the tone for the intensity and outward expression of grief that now began to dominate in all manner of devotional writings. In this portrayal Mary’s tears flowed abundantly, she cried out loud, at times she was inconsolable and unable to speak, she even fainted. And yet, according to this lamentation, Mary’s sorrow was ‘proper, measured through love; she did not despair, but mourned in an inward and fitting fashion’ because she believed in Jesus’ resurrection.

De Vries provides an extensive summary of late medieval Dutch texts that stem from the Planctus ante nescia and of works that took their example from the Planctus Manae. Somewhat against the general image that most modern authors present of the excessive attention paid in the late Middle Ages to the suffering of Mary and Jesus, De Vries showed that both traditions – not just the ‘flexible’ tradition of the intense and public suffering of Mary, but also the ‘rigid’ tradition of the self-controlled empathetic co-redemptrix – continued to effect devotional literature in the Netherlands in the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries. De Vries even concluded – in contrast to what others have claimed – that for many compilers of these texts in this region there were limits to the level of drama with which Mary’s suffering was portrayed and that reactions against this kind of portrayal grew increasingly strong in the 16th century. He points out in this respect that it was Erasmus who explicitly referred to those ‘disturbing paintings that show her [Mary] collapsing feebly, unable to speak and faint from grief. But she did not lament, nor did she tear her hair out, hit her chest or shout out in a loud voice ‘Oh poor me’. In fact she drew comfort from the salvation of mankind rather than mourn the death of her son.’

This formulation clearly shows that when it comes to the pictorial portrayals of Mary’s suffering it is not simply a question of theological opinion, but one of decorum, too.

I intend here to explore where the borderline of decorum in the art and literature of 15th- and 16th-century Netherlands appears to be crossed, in particular what happens in dramatic portrayals of Mary’s suffering. This aspect of late medieval religious mentality is difficult to measure in the field of art and demands a far deeper and broader study into the boundaries of religious respect-
ability in the late medieval experiential world than this limited contribution can hope to provide. I can do little more here than map this sensibility. I have limited my research to an analysis of a number of Dutch devotional texts, particularly those that found wide audiences, not least among lay persons, in printed editions, and have concentrated especially on the Passion narrative with Christ hanging on the Cross and Mary standing nearby or collapsing incapably. Based on this material I have attempted to make a number of observations about the decorum of Mary’s expression of grief in 15th- and 16th-century Netherlandish panel paintings showing Mary at the Cross.

COMPASSION-DECORUM IN LITERARY WITNESSES

At the end of his study about Mary’s lamentations De Vries remarks that late medieval writers were faced by a rather confusing profusion of text passages and opinions that had been adopted and adapted to describe Mary’s suffering. De Vries concluded this after noting that some writers employed both Ambrose to emphasize Mary’s fortitude, and Bernard, i.e. the Planctus Manae tradition, in order to show that when Mary saw Jesus suffering under the weight of the Cross on the way to Golgotha, she fell in a faint. For the modern researcher these appear to present diverging opinions that are not complementary. However, as we have seen, and as many other examples show, this is far from unusual. It is not so much a lack of insight on the part of the compiler; it is more that in order to portray Mary’s behaviour at different moments of the Passion various texts from the exegetic tradition were employed of which the vocabulary and ideas were all loyally taken on board. This was the generally-accepted, centuries’ old method of exegesis that compilers of theological and devotional texts used. However, one result of this method was that, the more detail the author employed to describe the Passion, the more the story betrayed the diversity of the sources, turning Mary into a highly inconsistent character. This, in any case, is the impression that a modern reader might have on the basis of the (modern?) psychological notion of the unity of personality of a mentally ‘healthy’ person. Yet clearly this is not the way to read a late medieval text. It is not whether Mary comes across as a consistent character, but whether Mary’s various actions described in the traditional authorities conflict individually with the feelings of decorum of the compiler or with those of the intended audience for the book. That is the problem that faced the writer of a Passion narrative and which can be seen operating in a number of Vita Christi tractates.

The Pseudo-Bonaventura Ludolphian Life of Christ is a typical compilation text written in the late 13th century and widely popular (in handwritten copies) in Dutch translation. The following extract appeals both to the ‘exalted’ (Bernardian) and the ‘austere’ (Ambrosian) traditions of the depiction of Mary’s suffering in her pain-filled identification with Jesus hanging on the Cross:

‘... for in the sorrow of her heart she too hung on the Cross with her son and would have rather died with him than continue to live, of which the teacher St Bernard said: “Oh, good Jesus, how you have suffered physically, but even more in your heart through the compassion of your mother who has shared all your pain.” One may feel the pain and torment totally, but one may not express this completely. Mary stood near the Cross while the Apostles fled and looked with mercy on the wounds of her child.’

Here, the fact that ‘one may not express this completely’ is probably a (general) rhetorical device to increase the reader’s empathy while avoiding a detailed description of Mary’s suffering. But it is not impossible, since this is followed immediately by the Ambrosian ‘Mary stood near the Cross’, that this was also intended to ensure that she was not dishonoured, as suggested in other texts.
A little further the narrator suddenly transfers Mary's location and relates how bitterly she wept: now Mary, John and the other women who had followed Jesus are standing

'at a distance and are not comforted by anyone [....]. Oh, how mournful were the voices and weeping that were heard from his friends and especially from his mournful mother!'\textsuperscript{20}

When Jesus dies it is all too much for Mary: twice she faints - 'deathlike' – the first time she 'fell onto the ground on her face'; the second time, after Longinus had pierced Christ with his lance 'Mary fell deathlike into the arms of Mary Magdalene'.\textsuperscript{21} And when Christ was buried Mary

'cried with unbearable tears and her tears made her face wet and the dead body of her child and also the tomb, in which it is said that her tears are still embedded [....]. And at the same time all the others cried so much that they began to feel faint from mourning.'\textsuperscript{22}

The embellishment in this tradition of the Passion narrative culminates in this text in fainting and intense weeping. In the late Middle Ages no one actually complained about Mary being portrayed as letting her tears flow freely; on the contrary, it was an expression of mourning that was felt to be characteristic of the truly pious and holy.\textsuperscript{23} What is more problematic is the idea of Mary fainting. Several medieval theologians raised objections to this. It is true that in some areas the Church accepted Mary's collapse (\textit{spasmus}) as an event to be celebrated in the liturgy,\textsuperscript{24} but 16th-century theologians were still treating the motif with reserve. A good example of this – of particular interest here for the terminology – is a passage written by the Dutch theologian and humanist Joos Clichthove in 1513:

'The sadness of the Holy Virgin [...] was accompanied by an outward temperance, propriety and decent sobriety [...]. Outwardly [...] this sorrow was apparent only from her tears, a very sad and mournfully pale visage [...]. At times the extreme sadness of her motherly heart was reflected in the fainness of her body and her loss of strength as well as other signs: \textit{yet always with decent and virginal modesty}. Indeed it should be considered by one and all beyond all doubt that this motherly compassion reflected the extent and measure of correct judgment. And in each case, correct judgment warns the person not to go too far, or to do that which is unworthy or ugly.'\textsuperscript{25}

Seen in this light the description of Mary's suffering in the Pseudo-Bonaventura-Ludolphian \textit{Life of Christ} which is based on the \textit{Meditations Vitae Christi} and had the status in devotional literature here which that far more renowned work had elsewhere, reflected something of a middle-of-the-road approach. Shocking details such as the licking of blood were avoided, but then this meant that there was no need for protestations that it was all very proper, even when Mary collapsed. It is quite a different matter in Dutch adaptations of the Passion narrative based on the major 14th-century \textit{Vita Christi} compilation by Ludolph of Saxony.\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Dit is dleven ons heeren Jhesu cristi} is one such adaptation which appeared in 1536 in Antwerp.\textsuperscript{27} Narrating the episode in which Jesus is crucified and the Cross is raised, the text notes:

'Oh people, how the mother of God and those worthy women mourned and the many others who had followed Jesus out of love, there was such weeping and crying [...] Oh how heavy that load was and there was such crying, but the despondent mother of God did not make the least clamour.'\textsuperscript{28}

While in this version there was no fainting, on the other hand, the episode of Mary kissing Jesus' blood after he had died is included:

'That sweet mother of God raised her arms in heartfelt longing to reach her son. And when she was unable to find comfort she kissed with great longing Jesus' blood as it fell onto the ground so that her sweet face became covered in blood.'\textsuperscript{29}
Nevertheless, in the 'moralization and meditation' in the passage on the descent from the Cross Mary is described as follows.

'No one can express the sorrow of the Blessed Mother Mary too fully for she was decent and mannered in her distress, as has been described.'

The addition of the words 'as has been described' is a reference back to the initial passage dealing with the nailing to the Cross in which Mary is described as making no outward clamour; Mary's behaviour in the interim period, including the kissing of the blood, is therefore automatically sanctioned as 'decent and mannered'. But what kind of clamour was it that was felt to be so terrible?

In the first place it is important to realize that a clamour and the kind of behaviour this would have included would not necessarily have been considered to be negative in this context. Jacob van Maerlant employed the word in his Eene Disputatie van onser Vrouwen ende van den Heilighen Cruce:

'What could Mary have said there When she, her heart heavy with sorrow Saw her son suspended on the Cross 
[...] What a clamour she must have made Silently in her heart and publicly; To die would have been preferable. She must in truth have cried out Wringing her hands, tugging at her hair.'

And in a 15th-century manuscript with the Ghetale van Onser Vrouwen:

'Veeping with such excessive grief,' Beating herself on her holy breast With her mournful cries And so did many friends and maidens Mourn and show their sadness.
[...] [She] clamoured Crying out and weeping profusely

[...] When you saw your child dying You spoke not the smallest bad word But striking your hands and weeping You pined alone and inwardly.'

Public clamour is therefore equated with crying out, wringing one's hands, tearing out hair, beating one's breast as well as the weeping that goes with this—in other words, public, ritualized signs of grieving and mourning.

In a number of 16th-century meditation books for the new cult of the Seven Sorrows of the Blessed Virgin that emerged in Flanders at the end of the 15th century the word clamour (misbaar) appears again, but this time in a negative sense. These meditation books also contain detailed descriptions of the Passion and follow the layout of the Vita Christi texts. The book Een swerelc ende devot boeckchen vanden seven ween [. . .] relates that Mary fainted first when the Cross was lifted and then when she had recovered 'she cried so much, I have read, that blood ran from her eyes'. But later too she stood 'uncomforted, full of grief and pity, steadfast near the Cross'. When Christ died Mary burst into an indescribable flood of tears and all her strength of soul and body gave way. But, the text continues:

'even so she remained mannered in all her suffering; and held this in her innermost heart with such dignity without any clamour such as crying out loud, wringing her hands or suchlike, and stood at the Cross patiently, crucified with her child, in pain, fulfilling her desire and her longing.'

It is clear from this passage that, as with the term 'zedelijkenheid' (decency), the Dutch 'manierlijkheid' (being mannered) has little to do with our present-day 'good manners' inasmuch as this refers to outward and public behaviour. It represents the dignity of Mary's inner nobility. Mannered behaviour (manierlijkheid) here is the opposite of clamour (misbaar), which belongs to the domain of public communication.
Another early 16th-century meditation book of the same genre takes us a step further. It contains a long resume of Mary's suffering in an extensive anecdotal narrative. For example, in the passage about the raising of the Cross: when she saw the event from afar Mary pushed her way through the crowd and 'crept under the horses' to get to the Cross where she 'threw herself onto the ground at the foot of the Cross. John who was always by her side and saw this was unable to help her because he was also faint from the pain [...] again he did his best, he held her tight, he pulled at her, rearranging her clothes, he was able to place some herbs in her mouth, alas he had no idea what to do to comfort her [...] If only she had been able to call out when she became so tired the world would have trembled but in order not to succumb to the load God gave her the strength to bear the suffering.'

Together, the sections in italics show that the anecdote related here appears - at least to our modern ear - to undermine Mary's dignity (crawling under the horses, tugging at Mary's garments) this was apparently no problem for the compiler. What he found more dangerous was Mary's desire to cry out loud; to prevent this public spectacle taking place he has God infusing Mary with inner strength. For the writer there was nothing wrong with Mary's flood of tears 'so that a beautiful red blood flowed from her eyes', nor that 'several times her legs gave way' as she stood 'half dead' near the Cross. Then he continues bluntly to describe Mary Magdalene's clamour at the Cross! 'Oh who can describe to you Magdalene's weeping, crying and clamour for her master.' For Mary, however, this was unacceptable behaviour. When she grew pale after Jesus had died - 'seeing this, John rushed toward her immediately and grabbed from behind in his arms' - she fainted and after clamouring was raised by those around her she finally came to and opened her eyes to see her son. The text comments:

'Here we learn that in her suffering Mary was patient and mannered; that she never spoke an impatient word, never clamoured, screaming or crying or wringing her hands, but that the way she stood or lay was so mannered that she held her suffering inside her heart. It was impossible to see her sorrow but for her abundant tears and her mournful expression.'

From these and a number of other texts it is clear that as far as religious decorum is concerned the concept of Mary's faint was considered problematic in the late Middle Ages. This is not so much a question of the theological fortitude of faith as the conflict between inner and outward suffering, or more precisely: introverted, resigned and controlled suffering as against outward, 'theatrical' and uncontrolled mourning. By calling Mary's collapse mannered (manierlijk) it becomes clear, paradoxically, that despite her physical weakness, Mary did not lose her self-control and held her outward expression of grief under command. In other words, in her faintness she still managed to keep control of the physical expression of her grief.

The ideal of piety that emanates from these texts can, I feel, be seen as symptomatic of the influence of Devotio Moderna piety on the Passion narrative, and in particular on the cult of the compassion with the suffering of the Mother of God. Within this ideal of piety any portrayal that hints at an outward display of Mary's compassion is unacceptable. On the face of it, it seems strange that passages describing excessive expressions of grief, such as the abundant, often bloody, flood of tears and kissing, or indeed licking of Jesus' blood are not avoided: however, these are the ultimate, subjective expressions of Mary's inner grief. They are not meant as public expressions of pain or mourning, and not intended to get bystanders to join in the crying and to encourage others to wail — although most texts agree that this is in fact what happened to (especially) Mary Magdalene and the others. The form of empathy that these texts stimulate in the reader is an inner empathy, an inner imitatio (com)passions, as one of the texts makes explicit.
'Oh pious hearts rise up inwardly and hurry to penitence and inward mourning and help Jesus your Lord and Saviour to bear his Cross [ ... ] And bear your suffering secretly with Mary the Mother of our Lord Jesus' 

Moreover, terms such as 'mannered', 'decent' and especially words such as 'like an honest noble woman she contained her tremendous grief properly inside, without the least clamour', indicate that the inner suffering is associated with self-control over emotions while outward expressions of mourning are associated with 'letting go'. These texts betray a sense of decorum and at the same of the violation of this decorum — although this is not always the case in every text (e.g. Jacob van Maerlant and in the *Ghetide van Onser Vrouwen*). There is of course a danger that conclusions drawn on the basis of this small selection of surviving late medieval texts...
containing descriptions of Mary’s compassion are hurried ones. It is not, however, implausible given the social terms in which the ideal of inward suffering was propagated and the controlled expressions of grief were shaped – ‘mannered’, ‘honest noble woman’, etc – to see in this a manifestation of what Norbert Elias has called the ‘civilization process’.56 According to this theory, in the late Middle Ages, particularly among the burghers of Netherlandish towns, there was an increasing belief that passions ought to be kept under control and that physical acts which had once been openly performed in public should be kept within doors. Erasmus’s book of etiquette De

civilitate morum puerilum (1530) played a major role in the propagation of this burgeoning pattern of social values and decorum, incorporating manners and gestures, too.57 True, Erasmus did not say anything in this book on the subject of weeping and other expressions of grief (although laughing was dealt with), but his disapproval of paintings that show Mary fainting and clamouring (see above) fit neatly into this civilization ideology. It is not unthinkable that further research into this matter will show that both this change in social mentality and the Devotio Moderna ideal of piety were important factors in the decreasing use of motifs in late medieval Passion narratives that might have been considered offensive to public religious decency. This in any case would explain why some compilers of Passion narratives not only characterized Mary’s controlled pose near the Cross as ‘decent’, but also excused the much criticized fainting, even the complete collapse to the ground as ‘mannered’ – thereby creating the paradox that Mary may have swooned, but that she was in full control.

This is the global view. Naturally, it has to be adjusted if the sensibilities regarding Mary’s expressions of suffering of individual writers of Passion narratives are to be examined in any detail. As we have seen, there often appears to be no consistent sense of decorum relating to Mary’s various expressions of grief in one and the same Passion narrative. The different episodes in the story are treated quite separately, each having its own exegetic tradition and values – a fact that is as true of medieval theology as of Vita Christi literature.58 Moreover, if one were to take the differences in the reading public for which the various manuscripts and books were produced into account, the picture would be different again.59 Nevertheless, on the basis of the above Gesamtbild I propose to explore the sensibility regarding the question of decorum in contemporary Netherlandish paintings of ‘Mary at the Cross’.

---
MARY IN PORTRAYALS OF THE PASSION

The descriptions of Mary’s compassion mentioned above provide good comparative material for an examination of paintings of Mary at the Cross from the period beginning with Jan van Eyck and ending in the mid-16th century which are documented so thoroughly in Friedlander’s *Early Netherlandish Painting*.

One would expect, judging from the above, that pictures of Mary standing at the Cross would be commonplace in Netherlandish art of the period 1425-1550, following the introverted line based on Ambrose’s views regarding Mary’s expression of grief. To a large extent this is the case. But there are a number of significant exceptions representing the more exalted approach and it is noticeable that these are mainly found at the start of this period. Two paintings by followers of Jan van Eyck can serve as examples of each of the two conceptions, one a *Crucifixion* in Venice (Fig 1), the other a *Crucifixion* in Berlin (Fig 2). In the Venetian work Mary stands upright and rigid near the Cross, her hands together and her expression serene. On John, at the other side of the Cross, the sorrow is immediately visible in his face because of his frown, his hands intertwined and turned
inward: a torsion closely resembling the wringing of hands mentioned in several texts. Yet the pose and facial expression of John is, in Panofsky’s phrase ‘nobly restrained’.\(^7\) Mary and John are far more emotional in the Berlin painting. Here Mary is portrayed with the physical pose and facial expression reserved in the Venetian work for John; indeed her face is even more contorted from sorrow John is so overwhelmed by the pain that he is seen here in a fit of weeping with one hand raised to his eye to wipe away the tears; consumed by grief, he has turned away from the dead Christ.

It would be wrong to accuse the second painter of having broken the rules of decorum on the basis of the cited texts. It should be clear from the start: no panel showing a Passion scene would ever have offended the public sense of decorum. Panels were expensive items in this period and even those meant as Andachtsbilder for private devotion and not intended for public display in church or chapel would have had to be presentable, if only to indicate the owner’s piety. With minor differences — and this is what it is all about — these paintings always follow the main line of iconographic and pictorial traditions. Yet it is clear that the Berlin painting — although of course always within the limits of the ‘Mary standing at the Cross’ iconography — reveals a degree of expression of grief in her pose and her facial appearance that few followed in later Netherlandish panel painting. Inasmuch as panel paintings of the period c. 1425–1550 show Mary standing at the Cross artists tended to prefer the introverted tradition, as in paintings by the various followers of Rogier van der Weyden, Dieric and Albert Bouts, Gerard David, Quentin Massys, the Master of Hoogstraeten, Hieronymus Bosch, Joos van Cleve and Adriaen Isenbrandt.\(^8\) Here Mary is often portrayed with tears on her face, but otherwise, her expression is generally serene, her eyes sometimes look up toward Christ hanging on the Cross, but generally they are cast down in an expression of meditative reflection. Sometimes

Mary holds one hand to her head, or her head leans on a hunched shoulder but this does not detract from the serenity of her facial expression and the suggestion that she is meditating on the suffering of her son (Fig. 3).\(^9\) In some paintings this serene figure of Mary is contrasted with the more expressive gestures of Mary Magdalene, John and other women standing near the Cross. One good example is Quentin Massys’s Crucifixion in London (Fig. 4).\(^10\) While Mary Magdalene sinks to her knees and grabs at the Cross, fixing her eyes on the dead Christ, John also looks up, hands together and his mouth slightly open, as if he were lamenting. Another woman is contorted in grief, she wrings her hands as her friend, weeping and
Painted her facial expression in a reserved manner because of the dictates of decorum. It seems clear that the contrast of Mary's introverted expression with those of the weeping bystanders was the result of a conscious choice. Massys's portrayal appears to agree with the cited text which allows bystanders to create a commotion but which considers this inappropriate for Mary.

Far fewer in number are the paintings in which Mary is shown standing near the Cross, but succumbing to a far more vehement expression of grief. One of the most famous examples of this type of portrayal is Rogier van der Weyden's Crucifixion in the Escorial (Fig. 5). Here Mary is bowed in sorrow and is drying her eyes with the up of her mantle. In contrast, her face, with its downward meditative expression has a far more reserved seriousness and sadness. It is as if Mary's body reflects the degree of her sorrow but that her introverted facial expression makes clear that this is an inner pain, an inner grief that keeps her upright even though her knees seem to be at the point of giving way. In this Rogier's invention appears to match precisely the 15th-century texts which discuss the tension between physical weakness and spiritual strength. To quote Johannes Brugman:

If God's strength had not filled her and strengthened that motherly heart in pity she would never have borne it."

Or Jan van Schoonhoven:

Despite her immense grief she held back within herself, wisely, through God's power and spiritual strength and suffered her torment completely within herself."

Paintings of the Crucifixion in which Mary lets herself go and in which she visibly clamoured are exceptionally rare in Netherlandish art of the period. The only unequivocal example that I know is the Crucifixion by which attributed to an artist from the circle of Rogier van der Weyden in Bern (Fig. 6). Mary's position is somewhere

5 Rogier van der Weyden, Crucifixion Escorial, Monasterio de San Lorenzo

with hands together holds a kerchief ready to catch the flood of tears. In contrast, Mary's pose is remarkably undisturbed with a straight posture and a slightly sideways glance she holds her hands up in the rhetorical pose of a speaker, as if she were explaining the meaning of Christ's suffering to her companions - and the viewer. It is unclear whether Massys intended to allude to the theological explanation harking back to Ambrose according to which Mary's standing at the Cross was a sign of her strength of faith - or whether he
between a grief-stricken collapse as in Roger's Crucifixion in the Escorial and a swoon into the arms of John, a type that we will examine presently and indeed, Mary, her face contorted with grief, holds her hands entwined above her head; this is not inner control and fortitude but a purely physical expression of hopeless sorrow. This unusual scene, apparently contrasting with the basic idea of fortitude which connects the tradition with the iconographic type of Mary standing at the Cross, may in fact be linked with the fact that the patron belonged to a family originally from Italy (De Villa). Moshe Barasch has shown that paintings portraying Mary clamouring, despairing and grieving are far from unusual in Italian art of this period. In any event, it is clear that after Roger this invention was not continued in Netherlandish art and that here
control of outward expressions of grief was the preferred form for scenes of Mary standing at the Cross. It is possible to argue that the last example was not properly interpreted since it was not a standing Mary but a collapsed Mother of God. Surely the Mary figure in Bern is similar to the feeble Mary in Rogier van der Weyden's Diptych with Christ on the Cross and Mary supported by St John in Philadelphia (Fig. 7). This frail Mary, while being supported by John, is able at the same time to hold herself up and to raise her arms in prayer as a sign of intense grief and simultaneously of reverence. What are these strange poses in which Mary appears to be somewhere between standing and collapse? That this question is indeed crucial to the decorum issue in the types of scenes portrayed here I hope to show presently. But first let us turn to pictures of Mary collapsing at the Cross.

This type is also superbly illustrated in a work by Rogier van der Weyden, namely his famous Descent from the Cross in Madrid (Fig. 8). Although it concerns a later episode in the Passion story, Rogier's invention, a visualization of Mary fainting as an expression of her conformitas with the dead Christ, can help in the examination of the characteristics of the complete collapse in pictures of the crucifixion. I consider it a complete collapse if Mary becomes incapable - 'deathlike' - as the contemporary texts call it lying on the ground and unable to control her physical pose. The fallen body held up by John and one of the women, the weak arms hanging down and the (nearly) closed eyes in Rogier's painting make her condition clear. Scenes in which Mary lies completely collapsed on the ground are particularly scarce in Netherlandish art in the period 1425-1550. In fact, this type of painting occurs after Rogier a few times towards
the end of the period in pictures by artists influenced to a greater or lesser extent by the Italian Renaissance such as Jan de Cock, Jan van Scorel and Frans Floris. Somewhat more frequent but still rare are paintings in which Mary sits on the ground in a faint, held up by John or one of the women and in which Mary’s physical incapacity is visible in her closed eyes and her weak limbs. This is found in works by Dieric Bouts, Joos van Cleve, Jan Mostaert, Adriaen Isenbrandt, the Master of 1518 and Pieter Coeck van Aelst.

There is also a small series of paintings in which Mary appears again to have fainted completely from her feeble, drooping head and limbs, but in which she leans almost upright in the arms of John. This occurs first in a work by Rogier van der Weyden, his Altarpiece of the Seven Sacraments (Fig. 9) and in works by an immediate follower, Gerard David, Adriaen Isenbrandt and the Master of 1518.

If one accepts the strict norm of complete physical weakness then there are not many Netherlandish paintings of the period 1425–1550 that show Mary in complete collapse. Whether this is in itself an indication that the completely incapacitated Mary, especially the Mary who had collapsed on the ground was rarely painted because these paintings lacked the element of inner self-control cannot be taken for granted. On the other hand, Mary is portrayed in a faint far less often in Netherlandish art of the late Middle Ages than one would expect from the frequency with which her fainting is mentioned in contemporary devotional literature.

At the same time it is clear that many paintings appear at first sight to fit into this category but nevertheless do not match the criteria of a complete collapse in all its aspects – nor do they match the type of the standing Mary since, either physically or through suggestion, there is always
something inconsistent about her fortitude. All manner of hybrid forms exist between standing and leaning or collapsing, between introverted and controlled sorrow and loss of control. There are paintings with small but salient details that give a standing Mary the hint of a faint and a swooned Mary the hint of control. Perhaps one ought not to be too rigid and make more allowance for artistic freedom and the personal interpretation of the artist, especially since many paintings in this period of Netherlandish art were the product of a studio or the invention of a master with only modest artistic pretensions who felt little need to adhere rigidly to the pure iconographic conventions and pictorial traditions. Yet it is the sensibility regarding the issue of Mary’s mannered behaviour at the Cross as found in the devotional texts which suggests that this rather haphazard approach to basic pictorial types is not so much a question of artistic freedom or
limitations but one of this sensibility — and therefore something worthwhile examining more closely.

This intermediate form is found especially in portraits in which Mary is supported by John. Even in a case where Mary appears to be completely overwhelmed by pain and is totally disabled, small signs remain to indicate that Mary remains partially conscious and retains some control of her body. In Rogier’s Altar of the Seven Sacraments (Fig. 9) one of the accompanying women softly touches one of Mary’s hands. This motif of comfort and consolation suggests that Mary is capable of appreciating this and continues to be conscious of her suffering. Some painters show Mary sitting huddled and weak but with eyes open, or some other slight physical sign that the pain has not overwhelmed her completely. In the Crucifixion by Albert Bouts (Fig. 10) Mary appears to have collapsed, leaning in the arms of...
John, but while her eyes are closed and her body is weak Mary still has enough strength to press her hand to her breast to express the burning sorrow that continues to pulsate through her body. A Crucifixion by Jan Gossaert (Fig 11) shows Mary half seated, half lying on the ground where she is supported spiritually by the sympathetic gestures of John and one of the women, rather than being physically held up by them. Mary's right arm functions, although obviously rather weak, as a support for the body. Mary also keeps her eyes wide open and staring at the dead body of her son on the Cross, all the other women around Mary have fallen onto the ground, overcome by the weight of intense grief. Mary's condition of not being entirely incapable, or not having completely collapsed, expresses a maximum experience of grief and in fact goes further than the

paintings in which she is shown with a mournful face and wringing her hands (cf Fig. 4). Completely different, although at first sight similar, is Mary’s position in the Crucifixion by the Master of Frankfurt in Frankfurt (Fig. 13). Here Mary sits with eyes almost shut, huddled on her knees at the foot of the Cross, supported by John and two women. Despite the presence of so many helping hands Mary seems to be keeping herself upright, while she holds her hands together revealing that she is not in fact incapable but is actually engaged in meditative reflection. This type of scene is found in Memling’s work as well as that by Jan de Beer.75 Closely associated with this is the type of portrayal in which Mary is half seated or kneeling and supported by bystanders; her hands are together and she looks up at her dead son. This type, which suggests only a moment of physical weakness on Mary’s part through her general pose while leaving her ample space to continue her inner concentration on Jesus, is found in work by the Master of Hoogstraeten, Jan Provost, the Master of Delft and Cornelis Engelbrechtsz.76

Inclined again more towards a complete collapse are a number of pictures showing Mary with eyes closed, head bowed and arms loose, on her knees but in which, although leaning against John, she has her back straight so that it seems as if she manages to remain upright herself. This type, which is reminiscent of portrayals of the Man of Sorrows displaying his wounds to the viewer, is employed by Petrus Christus, the Master of the Joseph Sequence and Adriaen Isenbrandt.77 Although the suggestion here is mainly one of incapability at the same time Mary has an inner strength which ensures that she does not collapse completely.

This ambivalence is also present in a series of paintings based on a ‘Mary standing at the Cross’ but which modify this type, resulting in something akin to a steadfast-collapsing Mary. Formally, these are based on pictures in which Mary is standing next to the Cross, her hands together held up to Jesus but her head bowed away slightly to the side, looking with tearful eyes at the ground as a sign that she is deep in thought, reflecting on the death of her son (cf Fig. 3).78 A Crucifixion by
the Master of the Tiburtine Sibylle (Fig. 12) goes a step further. Mary’s hands are together hanging down and her mouth is slightly open. She looks introverted and with her slightly inclined head she seems to be standing quite straight next to the Cross. The support John and one of the women provide shows that her physical fortitude is less than her upright position might suggest. Mary is shown in a comparable pose in a *Descent from the Cross* by the Master of the Legend of St Catherine (Fig. 14). This last painting shows the paradox that is found in many of the previous portrayals particularly clearly: Mary stands and at the same time she collapses; despite, or rather in her incapacity she is steadfast. That this ambiguity is in fact what is portrayed here is shown again by a comparison between the few paintings that show Mary at the moment she is about to faint into the arms of John as in a copy after the Master of Flémalle (Fig. 15).

What is the best way of interpreting this ambiguity? In my opinion we are dealing with precisely the same sensibility that emerges from the contemporary devotional texts with regard to the decorum of Mary’s mannered pose and behaviour at the Cross. It would seem that artists were continually trying to find solutions to the problem, on the one hand to illustrate the most extreme forms of Mary’s grief, her collapse, but at the same time to show her inner fortitude and the restrained way she experienced her sorrow. In all the variations of the portrayals of Mary’s position at the Cross in late medieval Netherlandish panel paintings it is clear that the majority show Mary’s grief characterized as an inner experience, as a state of meditative reflection and prayer that is borne through physical self-control that Mary retains even when she collapses in grief. In this art Mary appears to be, far more than in contemporary Passion literature, the ‘mannered’, ‘decent’, ‘honest noble woman’ whose inner and outer stature becomes visible – not least in paintings in which she is shown collapsing beneath the weight of her compassion.

(translated by Sammy A. Herman)
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Barasch, 1976.
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Friedländer, *ENP*, vol. III, cat. no. 53 (Pl. 66).

Friedländer, *ENP*, vol. VIII, cat. no. 15 (Pl. 23) – cf. 16 (Pl. 23).


Friedländer, *ENP*, vol. VIa, cat. no. 3 (Pl. 10); vol XI, cat. no. 13 (Pl. 15).
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A relatively early example comes from a follower of Rogier van der Weyden – Friedländer, *ENP*, vol. II, cat. no. 93 (Pl. 109).

Friedländer, *ENP*, vol. III, cat. no. 77 (Pl. 87).
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